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Our Expertise 

Preparedness 

• Issues Management  

• Preparedness Assessment 

• Crisis Communications Protocol 

Planning 

• Risk Auditing and Stakeholder 

Mapping 

• Training and Simulation 

• Media and Presentation Coaching 

Crisis Response  

• Strategic Counsel 

• Multi Stakeholder Communications 

• Media Relations 

• Digital and Social Media Strategies 

Our Experience 

• Litigation Communications  

• Fraud and Corruption 

• Regulatory Investigations  

• Cyber Breach 

• Food Safety Issues 

• Restructuring 

• Insolvencies  

• Rogue Employees 

• Whistleblower Issues 

• Operational Failure 

Our Approach 

• Defined by Leadership, Experience 

and Regional Collaboration  

• Specialists in Managing Cross-

Border Issues and Crises 

• Global Support in 28 Markets  

 

An environment of heightened scrutiny and the instant global flow of information make it 

more challenging than ever for businesses to protect themselves against threats to 

reputation. Being prepared for and able to deal with the communications response to 

these threats is particularly important in Asia, a region rich in growth opportunities but 

also full of risks both for multinational and local companies. 

We start by working with clients to identify and manage the key issues which impact their 

reputation and prevent them from snowballing into crises. We also counsel on how ‘crisis 

ready’ clients are — if the unexpected happened, would the organisation be equipped to 

communicate accurately and rapidly to all key stakeholders?  

But no business, however well run, is immune to crisis and no amount of preparation can 

ready it for every eventuality. At FTI Consulting, we believe the way companies 

communicate their response to a business crisis can define perceptions of the organisation 

and its management in such a way that it can make or break reputation. 

Clients trust FTI Consulting to advise and support them as they prepare for, respond to or 

recover from a range of threats to their corporate reputation. We have helped our clients 

through the toughest of circumstances, from aviation and environmental disasters to 

bribery allegations and financial meltdowns — and we have advised them on managing the 

aftermath to emerge stronger.  

Preparedness 

Issues Management 
The most preventable crises often stem from reputation issues rather than major 

incidents. Left unresolved, issues can escalate into crises that put organisations under 

intense pressure, distract audiences from positive developments and act as a long-term 

drag on reputation. We help clients to identify and manage issues to protect — and 

enhance — reputation. 

Preparedness Assessment 
While the essence of a crisis is the unexpected, to prepare well is to forearm. We use pre-

emptive tools to help ensure that the right systems and people are in place. Grounded in 

many years of providing live crisis response support, a critical component of FTI 

Consulting’s approach to preparedness is assessing existing structures and protocols and 

then working with clients to enhance these systems in vital areas such as team roles and 

responsibilities, reporting lines and response processes. 

Crisis Communications Protocol Planning  
No executive ever wants to handle a crisis in an atmosphere of panic. We help clients 

prepare for the unexpected by creating a crisis communications protocol designed 

specifically for their organisation. Typically this includes guidelines on how the organisation 

should collect, control and disseminate information internally and externally during a crisis. 

Being prepared with a plan will shorten the response time, mitigate the crisis’ escalation 

and potentially limit its duration. 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About FTI Consulting 

FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organisations manage change, 

mitigate risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional. 

FTI Consulting professionals, located in all major business centres throughout the world, work closely with clients to 

anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges and opportunities. Connect with us on Twitter 

(@FTIConsulting), Facebook and LinkedIn. 

www.fticonsulting.com ©2017 FTI Consulting, Inc. All rights reserved. 

EXPERTS WITH IMPACT 

For more information on our activities across Asia Pacific and how FTI Consulting can help 

your business, please contact info-ap@fticonsulting.com. 

Risk Auditing and Stakeholder Mapping 
Identifying where key risks lie is an important first step as part of 

a prudent issues and crisis management strategy. We use tools 

like workshops, research and internal interviews across business 

lines to help clients understand what their risk issues are. 

Similarly, we map the range of stakeholders that would be 

impacted by crises. 

Training and Simulation 
In high-stress situations, people need to be confident they know 

their responsibilities. Simulating realistic crisis scenarios provides 

clients with an invaluable learning experience that ultimately 

improves existing response frameworks and individuals’ skill 

sets.  

Our training sessions can also include social and traditional 

media crisis simulation through FTI Consulting’s crisis simulation 

software, Fortify. This proprietary system replicates real-life crisis 

scenarios for our clients and provides a private, secure 

environment in which to test responses as realistic situations 

unfold over social, digital and traditional media. 

Media and Presentation Coaching  
It is the call that every executive dreads — an investigative 

reporter has uncovered a potentially damaging story about the 

company and needs answers fast. In times of crisis, there is no 

place for management to hide and often they have no choice but 

to face media. Led by former journalists, FTI Consulting provides 

bespoke training in message development and delivery, 

simulating the hostile lines of reporting that come with a crisis. 

We also coach executives in managing cultural sensitivities 

across Asia’s diverse markets.  

Crisis Response Support  
Strategic Counsel  
We provide crisis response support in the areas where our 

clients need us most and we adapt to what the circumstances 

demand. We mobilise rapidly to provide senior counsel and 

strategic advice to management and different business functions 

commonly at the heart of dealing with crises. We provide critical 

advice and help guide the overall communications response. 

Multi-Stakeholder Communications  
Maintaining consistency of message across all stakeholder 

groups is a key component to the handling of any crisis. We help 

manage crisis communications across a full range of 

stakeholders, from employees, customers and suppliers, to 

regulators, shareholders and the media.  

Media Relations 
No company or consultancy can control the media in a crisis but 

the impact of a crisis can be mitigated with skilled media 

management. We help companies respond to crisis situations 

effectively and rapidly through support in drafting, consulting on 

and disseminating critical messaging. Highly experienced at 

working across local, national and international media, our multi-

lingual team helps clients in areas such as acting as 

spokesperson, coaching the crisis spokesperson and acting as a 

24/7 press office. We understand the nuances of local media and 

have worked throughout Asian markets at challenging times for 

businesses.  

We also understand that media relationships are cultivated over 

time and we work with companies to develop strategic media 

relationships that can be called on when times are tough. 

Digital and Social Media Strategies 
Storms can erupt on platforms like Twitter or Weibo which, left 

unmanaged, can themselves become their own sources of crises. 

The rapidly multiplying, borderless power of digital content also 

means that social media can amplify a crisis on a huge scale. 

Protecting reputation in the ‘always on’ information age requires 

adapting to this uncomfortable reality.  

But social and digital media can also be deployed to your 

advantage: these channels give businesses the ability to establish 

themselves as sources of authoritative information and to tell 

their own story directly to stakeholders. While the traditional 

forms of corporate content — press releases, press conferences, 

etc. — remain useful, we advise companies on bringing the full 

power of digital and social media to bear. 
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